The transformation of energy networks from passive to active systems requires the embedding of intelligence within the network. One suitable approach to integrating distributed intelligent systems is multi-agent systems technology, where components of functionality run as autonomous agents capable of interaction through messaging. This provides loose coupling between components that can benefit the complex systems envisioned for the smart grid. This paper reviews the key milestones of demonstrated agent systems in the power industry, and considers which aspects of agent design must still be addressed for widespread application of agent technology to occur.
functions, and the thread of execution does not pass from the message sender to the message receiver; rather, two separate threads of execution exist and it is possible for the receiving agent to refuse to service the sender's request. A legitimate example of this situation would be where the receiving agent does not have enough memory to complete an action, in which case it replies with a message refusing the request.
The definition of an agent acting autonomously within an environment is only one of many posited definitions. The computer science community has proposed a number over the years, including [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, many of the alternative definitions are relatively vague and intentionally inclusive, allowing existing systems to be redefined as agents. This offers no tangible benefit to the engineering community, which is more concerned with the differentiating factors between agent systems and non-agent systems, in order to assess the potential benefits of this technology.
As a result, Wooldridge's definition is the one of choice.
Intelligent Agent
Building on the definition of an agent, Wooldrige also defines the notion of an intelligent agent.
Where an agent displays autonomy in an environment, an intelligent agent displays flexible autonomy as identified by three properties:
• Reactivity: the ability to respond to an event in a timely manner
• Pro-activeness: the ability to "take the initiative", as demonstrated through goal-directed behaviour • Social ability: the ability to interact with other agents in the environment.
Any intelligent agent will display these three properties in some combination, and different intelligent agents will display varying levels of each. However, it is the goal-directed behaviour of an intelligent agent which truly sets it apart from other systems, making it more than just capable of responding to particular situations in a reactive manner.
Multi-Agent System
A collection of agents and intelligent agents interacting within the same environment comprises a multi-agent system. Since the system is made up of individual autonomous agents, each with their individual goals and reactive capabilities, there is no overall system goal or global goal.
Instead, it is left to the system designer to ensure that the correct mix of agents is present within the system in order to achieve their desired outcomes.
For example, if two tasks are required to achieve the system designer's goal, the designer must ensure that agents within the system have the local goals appropriate to performing both tasks, either by giving both goals to one agent, or one goal each to two different agents.
This suggests the ability of agents to co-operate to meet their goals. Co-operation and coordination can be achieved due to the social ability of intelligent agents, which allows communication about tasks and goals through adherence to standards for inter-agent messaging.
Agent Standards
Within the power engineering community, the use of standards is becoming increasingly important. Utilities desire systems that conform to industry standards for data exchange, including 5 the Common Information Model (CIM) [11] and IEC 61850 [12] . As a result, any agent systems developed for this arena must adhere to appropriate standards, to give open, plug-and-play systems. Since agents interact via messaging, standards-adherence largely means conforming to open standards for inter-agent communication.
As with other communication systems, messaging occurs in different standardised layers. These are message transport (the delivery of a message), message format (the agent communication language), and message content (both grammar and vocabulary). 
The Agent Platform
Message transport and delivery to agents is specified through FIPA's Agent Management Reference model, which defines "the normative framework within which FIPA agents exist and operate.
It establishes the logical reference model for the creation, registration, location, communication, migration and retirement of agents." [13] . This means FIPA agents reside on a platform which handles messaging using a transport protocol such as HTTP or IIOP, and handles addressing of agents by keeping track of those present on the platform. This functionality is supplemented by a specified Directory Facilitator (DF) agent. Agents joining the platform can register their services with the DF, which provides a searchable directory of services and agents within the system. This allows a decoupling of tasks within the multi-agent system: agents need not be hard coded with the contact details of others whose services they need; instead, agents can search the DF for the currently-available providers of those services.
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The searchable DF and seamless message transport and delivery offered by a FIPA-compliant agent platform are the foundations of an open, extensible multi-agent system.
Message Format
The agent platform provides the path for message transport between agents, but the format of the messages themselves must also be standardised for meaningful communication to occur.
Some of the earliest agent systems defined proprietary communication languages (e.g. [14] ), which were followed by interaction through blackboard architectures (e.g. [15] ), before development of standardised communication languages such as Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) [16] .
Building on KQML, the FIPA Agent Communication Language (FIPA-ACL) standardises the structure and flow of messages between agents on a FIPA agent platform [17] . Message fields include receiving and sending agent addresses, message sequence information, and the message content. All these fields are optional; the only mandatory field is the message performative which indicates the intention behind the message, such as whether it is a request for an action, a query for information, or informing another agent of some information.
FIPA-ACL messages are often sent as part of a sequence of interaction, such as an inform message being sent in response to a query. Some common interaction patterns are also specified by FIPA.
Message Content
While FIPA-ACL provides the headers for a message, the content structure is out of scope for that standard. The syntax and semantics, or grammar and lexicon of message content are provided by a content language and ontology, respectively.
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The FIPA Semantic Language (FIPA-SL) has reached a stable standard version [18] , providing a first order logic-style grammar for messages. Ontology is application-specific, making it impossible for a general standards-body such as FIPA to define a standard ontology. Therefore, agent system designers must design and build an ontology that suits the particular application their agents operate on.
The IEEE PES Multi-Agent Systems Working Group has defined an ontology for power engineering applications, largely based on CIM, which can be used as a basis for defining an application-specific ontology [19] . It is anticipated that agents from different designers will largely communicate about power systems concepts such as substations, voltages, and circuit breakers, and so this ontology of common terms will ease the creation of open agent systems.
Agents and Related Technologies
It is worth discussing the distinction between a theoretical engineering agent, which conforms to the given definitions and displays goal-directed behaviour and social ability, and a practical engineering agent, which is designed and built using the tools and approaches available today.
While the above definitions indicate what an intelligent agent looks like, the reality is that such a theoretical agent is not fully realisable using current resources. For practical applications the intelligent agent will be implemented in such a way that it may not have the social ability that we may desire, or its behaviour will not be as goal-directed as the ideal. This is because the concept of an intelligent agent builds on other parts of computer science which are not currently at the stage of delivering the task-decomposition and question-answering technologies that a theoretical agent requires. This section considers these related technologies in the context of agent systems, identifying the place within agent research for each of these fields. 8
Agents and Intelligent Systems
The heart of an intelligent agent is its ability to reason about its goals and the state of the world, and take actions to try to achieve its goals. The choice of reasoning technique employed is an open question, with many different solutions being proposed. These range from general purpose reasoning such as that offered by AI planners [20] or the belief-desire-intention framework [21] , to application-specific solutions such as neural networks or other pattern recognition techniques trained to perform a specific operation [22] .
In theory, an intelligent agent should display goal-directed behaviour. This strongly suggests that an 'ideal' agent should embody a planner, allowing it to assemble sequences of actions to achieve its goal. However, including a planner has disadvantages. One is purely practical: many agents will only have one or two potential actions at their disposal, designed to achieve one specific task. AI planning is pointless for organising such a simple set of actions, and would not improve the ability of the agent. Implementing planners within each agent would require significant developmental effort, for no gain in the general case.
However, even in the specific cases where an agent does have the potential to meet its goals in multiple ways, including a planner is not always helpful. Consider a situation where an agent A requires an agent B to perform a service in order to meet its goal. If agent B fails to complete the service, agent A must find an alternative solution. It may be the case that two other agents, C and D, can each perform subtasks that together meet the same objective as agent B's service.
For agent A to be able to reason about this situation and replan to request services of agents C and D, it must be able to perform task decomposition, breaking down the one service provided by B into the two subtasks offered by C and D.
Task decomposition has been under extensive research in the field of semantic web services [23] [24] [25] . To be able to perform task decomposition on the service offered by agent B, the designer of agent A would need to describe the service to such a fine level of detail that it would be 9 equivalent to implementing the service itself.
Consider the service of performing a Discrete Fourier Transform (
N nk ) on a dataset. Given the definition of the DFT, this service could be decomposed into sub-services including sum, multiply, power, and so on. However, understanding the combination in which these sub-services should be used requires as much information as implementing the DFT itself.
At this point, the only benefit to service decomposition is that it allows the spreading of computational load, which changes the topic of discussion to distributed computing for optimisation, rather than software organisation and systems design.
This raises the question of whether the theory of an ideal agent is faulty. If we cannot reach the state of goal-driven co-operating agents, then why use an agent approach for system design? In practice, the benefits of this approach are actually coincidental to the theory of agents. The value offered by multi-agent systems design is due to the decomposition of the system into reusable, redeployable, communicating components, each capable of performing its task autonomously.
This allows a system to be reconfigured for use in multiple scenarios, and eases the merging of multiple systems by enforcing the use of common agent communications technologies. Additionally, because each autonomous agent performs a single clearly-defined task, it can be thoroughly designed and tested before deployment in the system. This is not to say that planning has no place in a multi-agent system. While a practical agent cannot achieve goal-directed behaviour through co-operation, it can do so autonomously provided that it has sufficient reasoning capability to allow pro-active behaviour. Examples of this may range from using neural networks for parameter prediction, or rule based reasoning for operator decision support, through to AI planning for network reconfiguration. Figure 1: When an agent receives a message, it must translate content terms into method calls and database queries according to its internal knowledge representation.
Agents and Service-Oriented Architectures
The social ability of an intelligent agent theoretically allows for an agent to receive any standardsconforming query about information it knows and respond with an appropriate answer. In practice, agents are largely hard-coded to recognise and respond to set messages on topics they know, making the practice very different from the theory [26] .
The problem is one of knowledge-representation, and is related to the choice of reasoning technique that gives an agent its intelligence. When a message is received, the agent must perform some conversion from terms within the content field into actions to take, methods to call, databases to consult, etc., before performing a second conversion from action results, method return values, and database results into ontology and content language terms for sending a response (see Fig. 1 ).
One way around the problem is to design the agent so that it uses the ontology for knowledge representation, and all its knowledge and state is already stored in ontology terms. However, in almost all situations a practical agent is going to hold more detailed knowledge than can be represented using the ontology. Say an agent can respond to queries for temperature data, taken from a particular sensor. The ontology will provide the ability to describe a temperature, giving it a value, a unit, and the time it was measured. The agent must also know how to address the sensor and how to take readings, which is low-level detail that should not be covered by the ontology. The knowledge representation capabilities of the agent will necessarily be broader than the ontology alone, meaning that at some point of the agent's reasoning process there will be translation between ontology terms and specific methods or actions the agent can take.
This problem of restricted social ability has been recognised, and the most advanced solution is currently the JADE Semantics Add-On (JSA) [26] . Designed for the JADE agent platform, the JSA simplifies the task of linking ontology terms with particular agent actions, separating out the hard-coded elements to one particular place and thus simplifying maintainability issues.
However the general problem still stands, that the ontology lists a set of terms that an agent can employ in messages, while the implementation of what those terms mean is dependent on each agent's designer making an explicit link between an ontology term and the agent's actions.
Service oriented architectures (SOA) must also address this problem when exposing interfaces for web services. Web services are similar to agent services, in that heterogeneous systems operate together using a service model. The standards governing web services include the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [27] and Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) protocol [28] .
WSDL is an XML-format language used to give information about services. Contrary to its name, WSDL describes how to access and use the service rather than describing the service itself, with parameters such as the address, message template, and data types. It can be considered a language for service syntax, without semantic information.
UDDI is a service registry, similar to the FIPA DF. Service providers can register their WSDL service description with a UDDI node, advertising how to access that service. UDDI is a passive matchmaker, storing information generally referred to as white pages, yellow pages, and green pages information. White pages information involves general contact details for the service provider; yellow pages information uses a taxonomy of business or industry categories to describe a service; and green pages information includes interfaces and addresses for service access (in WSDL). Searching can be performed on individual parameters.
The semantics of a web service are therefore described in the yellow pages information, based on categories defined in published taxonomies. This is exactly analogous to an agent system's ontology: the meaning of terms must be inferred by the system designer, and explicit links made between service terms and software actions. The main difference is that web service providers tend to explicitly limit the interface of calls or messages a service will respond to, while creators of agents may aim to reach the ideal of general social ability for their agents.
The reason that general social ability is considered desirable for agents is to future-proof the system. Designers hope that by giving an agent the ability to respond to messages with content not yet in use, future extensions to the system will be able to ask questions and request services of the agent without needing to update the agent. A trivial example is for the temperature sensor agent described above to respond to queries for the temperature at a given date to cover the current use case, but also being given the ability to respond to requests for all temperatures in a time range in case this is needed in the future.
There is a trade-off to be made between development time now versus development time in the future given the likelihood of such functionality being needed. Much time could be invested in allowing an agent to respond to many conceivable queries, but without much chance of recouping the benefit through many system extensions. The "future-proof-ness" of a system cannot be measured, and so there is little way of gauging the concrete benefits of extending agent social abilities. The most practical course is to design the agents to be as flexible as possible in handling the current use cases, such as by using the JSA, and trust that future extensions will be able to manage with the agent interfaces this provides.
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In summary, the theoretical idea of an intelligent agent would take much more development time than is practical for an engineering system, and would not provide substantially improved capabilities over the practical implementation suggested in this paper. The goal-directed behaviour that seems a clear distinguisher between agent and non-agent systems is in practice difficult to achieve, since most agents have a limited set of potential actions they can take, and the state-ofthe-art in task decomposition does not allow for detailed reasoning about the capabilities of other agents in the system. Social ability is also considered to set agent systems apart from others, but in practice is limited by the designer's interpretation of the ontology for a given agent.
With these considerations in mind, the definition of a practical intelligent agent is one which embodies some intelligent system technique, and displays autonomy through two features:
• It maintains a thread of execution that is distinct from other programs, i.e. no program or external system makes calls to the agent's functions or methods, where execution transfers from the external system to the agent code and back;
• It interfaces with the external world through messaging and taking action in the environment, i.e. other agents and external systems can affect the agent's behaviour only by submitting messages, or by altering the environment in a way intended to alter the agent's behaviour (e.g. leaving a pheromone marker in an ant colony simulation).
The degree to which the agent maintains autonomy from the agent platform is an implementation detail, and does not affect the first point. The JADE platform, for example, does not instantiate separate agents in separate operating system threads. However, it switches between agents as a mini scheduler, meaning that the agents within the platform are kept distinct (as operating system threads are kept distinct within a process). The agent can make calls to platform functions, such as for sending and receiving messages from the transport layer, but the platform can only 14 affect the agent by suspending, migrating, destroying, etc. through requests from the engineer.
The platform supports the agent, rather than controlling the agent.
The capability of an agent to act autonomously has certain practical benefits for power engineering applications. Separate applications and algorithms can be implemented and tested as isolated systems, in order to ensure correct operation; and then deployed together in the field to gain the benefits of information-sharing across systems. This also means that stand-alone legacy systems (which, by their nature, run autonomously) can be integrated into new systems and interfaced with new data sources.
The following section considers particular examples of practical agent systems in the literature, and assesses the contributions they make to the field.
Review
A 2007 review of the field [3] identified four application areas where agent research was ongoing. One significant area of activity was in agent-based simulation of energy markets, for example [29, 30] . In this paper, we focus on "operational" use of agents rather than simulation: agent technology being used as an integration platform for in-field systems deployment. Taking this definition, this section identifies the state-of-the-art in agent system design, by discussing some of the key implementations of power engineering applications.
ARCHON
One of the earliest examples of an agent-based system in the power domain is ARCHON (ARchitecture for Co-operative Heterogeneous ON-line systems) [31] . The design intention was to integrate a set of pre-existing expert systems for different aspects of distribution network fault This system explicitly employed loose coupling of agent messaging interfaces in order to integrate legacy systems in a flexible, alterable way. Each agent was designed to keep the intelligence layer distinct from the social layer, with explicit mappings between them. The aim was to allow changes to the social interactions among agents without having to alter the intelligence layer. In effect, the legacy systems can remain the same regardless of the deployment scenario, while the agents can come together in varying ways by altering the messaging layers.
This capability was exploited in subsequent implementations, where further agents were added to the system for switching schedule production and weather monitoring for lightning strike location [14] .
ARCHON used bespoke message formats and protocols in addition to a blackboard-like distributed database for information-sharing between agents. The latter avoids the need for transferring large datasets between agents over the message transport channel, with point-to-point and broadcast messaging allowing agents to alert others to updates in the datasets available.
While this approach met the needs of the system at the time, the use of standards for messaging 16 allows more openness of the architecture, which was one of the drivers for using the agents' loose coupling.
ARCHON was supported by Iberdrola, and has been deployed in a control room in Bilbao [32] .
It was pioneering by showing the potential of multiple autonomous systems linked by loosely coupled interfaces: benefiting the application by corroborating multiple diagnoses, and benefiting the system by flexibly allowing deployment of different sets of agents. While it aimed to be an open architecture that agents from any designer could join, in practice the lack of standardised messaging and the use of a distributed database would hinder this.
PEDA
The Protection Engineering Diagnostic Agents (PEDA) system was created for post-fault analysis, using not only SCADA data but also Digital Fault Recorder (DFR) data to diagnose network faults and validate that the protection system operated correctly [33] . Like ARCHON, PEDA integrates a number of legacy intelligent systems in order to improve the diagnostic conclusions of the system, while additionally collecting data from and corroborating across multiple sources of data via agents that use FIPA-conforming messaging.
SCADA data is analysed by an Incident and Event Identification agent, which uses an expert system to classify the type of incident and identify relevant alarms. The information from this agent is used to prioritise retrieval of fault records by the Fault Record Retrieval agent.
Fault records are passed to the Fault Record Interpretation agent, which uses an expert system to identify key information such as fault type and clearance times. A Protection Validation and Diagnosis agent wraps a model-based reasoning system to check whether the protection system operated correctly for this fault. Information generated by all these agents is archived by a Collation Agent, and an Engineering Assistant Agent presents system conclusions to the engineer.
A number of the PEDA agents were deployed in the UK with SP PowerSystems [34] , where certain practical issues provided an instructive case study for the use of multi-agent systems in robust industrial applications. Specifically, the stability of the agent platform used for development was under question, which meant the agents deployed upon it were consequently unable to run without crashes. Secondly, the FIPA standards themselves had undergone revision, and some of the messaging did not conform to the new versions of the standards. Finally, the user requirements for the system had changed over time, meaning the engineers wanted robust archival of system output.
In short, the deployment of this system led to significant advances in understanding of the software engineering challenges of a multi-agent system, by requiring techniques and approaches to achieve the stability and maintainability required by an industrial system. The agent system can only be as robust as the tools it employs, and the importance of platform selection and long term data storage were highlighted. With the use of FIPA standards for messaging, this system was more open to agents with different designers than ARCHON, but the lack of standards versioning information in messages meant the agents had to be updated to conform to latest releases of the standards.
COMMAS
In addition to network fault diagnosis, agents have been used for diagnosis of faults in items of plant. The COndition Monitoring Multi-Agent System (COMMAS) was originally applied to gas turbine start-up sequences, before being implemented for transformer condition monitoring [22] .
Implementation and use of this system has continued over many years, and similarly to PEDA, the requirements have changed over this period of time. This section considers the first practical implementation and the shift to a second practical implementation deployed with National Grid.
The original implementation aimed to diagnose defects causing partial discharge (PD) behaviour within a transformer. PD data was gathered from sensors, then a Feature Extraction agent calculated feature vectors from the data. Three pattern recognition techniques were wrapped as Diagnosis Agents, which used the feature vectors for defect classification. The three diagnoses were collected by a Corroboration Agent, which made the final diagnosis. An Information Agent presented an interface for the engineer.
An agent approach was used for extensible system development: since the agents located others of the appropriate type through the DF, extra Diagnosis Agents could be added to the system and their diagnoses were seamlessly collected by the Corroboration Agent. Development of new Diagnosis Agents was also simplified, since all the messaging behaviours of locating feature vectors and providing diagnoses were identical. In the terminology of ARCHON, the intelligence layer differs between different Diagnosis Agents, while the messaging layer is identical.
This architecture suited PD monitoring in the laboratory, but had some disadvantages that were revealed as requirements changed. The first issue was that the diagnosis workflow is set by each type of agent looking for the previous type in the chain, making it difficult to insert steps into the workflow. For example, later work inserted anomaly detection capabilities between data gathering and feature extraction [35] , so that diagnosis of a defect would only be performed if the transformer's behaviour changed. This required substantial alteration of the messaging layer of the Feature Extraction agent, to stop it from seeking sensor data until it received a start signal from the anomaly detector.
The second issue arose when new sources of data were available. In a project with the UK's National Grid, two transformers were instrumented with temperature, vibration, and current sensors with the aim of monitoring for changes in behaviour. The intelligent system technique chosen for this was Conditional Anomaly Detection [36] , which operated on raw data instead of feature vectors, and did not require a separate stage for corroboration. Since the workflow for this data was so different from the PD data analysis, a whole new set of agents were required to interpret this data.
Taking these changes in requirements into account, the agent architecture was radically redesigned. Five different agent roles were defined: data provider, service provider, data director, archive, and interface [37] . Data provider agents make data available to the system, by connecting to sensors, databases, historical files, or web resources. Service providers perform data interpretation, such as calculating feature vectors or classifying defects. The archive provides long term storage of information generated by agents. Data directors contain task-specific knowledge allowing them to make links between data providers and service providers, and ensure information is archived. Interface agents provide ways of allowing information out of the system, such as to a user interface or a second system. This architecture allows the diagnosis workflow to alter based on a given data director's knowledge. For the situation of adding anomaly detection to PD monitoring, it would be the data director that is altered from directing data straight to the feature extraction agent, to sending it for anomaly detection prior to feature extraction. This is a significant difference: in the first system design the feature extraction agent had to change even although the process of extracting features remained the same, whereas with the second design the data director changes because the flow of data (the sphere of this agent's knowledge) has to change.
The change in architecture reflects a change in design intention. The new implementation focusses on handling data from different sources using different techniques in a flexible and extensible way, by imposing the five roles required for many condition monitoring applications. This architecture was implemented for the transformer monitoring application described above, and monitored the transformers on-site for 12 months before decommissioning [36] . It has also been implemented for dissolved gas analysis of historical data and PD analysis of lab samples [37] ; deployed on-site for HVDC reactor monitoring [38] ; and deployed on a wireless sensor network for transformer monitoring [39] .
While condition monitoring is traditionally treated as a distinct application from network monitoring, diagnosis of any faults or disturbances on the network can give extra information about diagnoses of plant health. The integration of the PEDA and COMMAS systems has been dis-20 cussed [40] , with the aim of using knowledge of network events such as high loading to inhibit the raising of alarms for transformer high temperatures or increased PD. Both systems conform to the FIPA standards for agent platform and agent messaging, but since ontology is not standardised, messages generated by one system are unintelligible to the other.
To date, this problem has not been fully overcome. The IEEE PES Multi-Agent Systems Working
Group recognises it as a barrier to interoperation of agent systems [4] , and has developed an upper ontology of common terms within the power engineering domain [19] . This can be used as the basis for application-specific ontology development, which simplifies system integration to some extent. Systems will likely communicate about high-level concepts such as transformers, substations, and faults, and the upper ontology provides a data model for such terms.
SPID
Certain events within the power system can lead to cascade tripping, which can rapidly black-out large portions of the network unnecessarily. The Strategic Power Infrastructure Defence (SPID)
System was created to identify and resolve the types of hidden failure of components that can leave the system vulnerable to cascading events [41] .
Agents are organised into three layers. The first set react quickly to events, by sending inhibiting signals to protection devices. At the next level, co-ordination agents use heuristic knowledge to decide if events at the reactive layer need further analysis. Finally the deliberative layer contains agents which do longer-term analysis, such as identifying potential hidden failures of components, reconfiguring the network, or generating a restoration plan after an incident.
The benefits of an agent approach are derived from the autonomy of agents in each layer [41] .
Reactive agents can make local decisions and react quickly, compared to deliberative agents that gather wide area data before drawing conclusions. At the same time, such a complex system 21 maintains a level of robustness from the independence of each agent: if one ceases to function, it will affect others but not necessarily the whole system.
Later work identified the need for robust tools for implementing such a system, in order to deploy a practical industrial solution [42] . 
IntelliTEAM II
S&C Electric Company produce the IntelliTEAM II Automatic Restoration System [43] , which decides and executes a restoration plan after isolation of a faulted line section. This is achieved by communication between agents responsible for adjacent lines. Each agent can control components such as switches and reclosers on its line, but action can only be taken after agreement with neighbouring agents. Each agent checks that its constraints will still be met before agreeing to neighbouring actions.
The system has been deployed with the ENMAX Power Corporation in Canada on key circuits.
This shows the robustness required of industrial applications has been met. However, little information has been published on the workings of the agents themselves, other than the radio system employed for communication. A second trial on the Isle of Wight sees monitoring and restoration of an 11kV network, which is susceptible to interruptions due to weather conditions [44] . 22 
PowerMatcher
A more recent commercial product is PowerMatcher, an agent-based solution to demand management in congested or constrained networks [45] . The design intention for this system is to dynamically match supply and demand through an open market for trading in a local area.
Each device has a control agent with knowledge of how they produce or consume power. This leads to three types of device agent: stochastic operation agents (such as solar or wind energy converters), shiftable operation agents (such as ventilation or air conditioning systems), and user action devices (such as lighting and computers) [45] . In addition, there are three other types of agent for operating the market: an auctioneer agent, which finds the equilibrium price point; a concentrator agent, which can represent a cluster of device agents in the auction; and an objective agent, which can maintain objectives other than simply balancing supply and demand to, for example, operate a virtual power plant [46] . Through the use of concentrator agents, small local markets can trade with wider area markets, allowing the computational complexity of the market to scale logarithmically [46] .
Agent technology was chosen for this application for reasons of scalability and openness [46] . As the number of devices using PowerMatcher grows, the appropriate agents can be instantiated from the same six agent templates described above, with no additional developer overhead. Since all agents are autonomous, the deployment of new devices does not affect the current device agents, other than by altering prices fixed through auction. Scalability of computation has been designed in to the architecture through the concentrator agents.
While the design and development of the system is considered scalable, in practice it may be limited by implementation of the agent platform. One of the most widely used platforms is JADE [26] , a Java-based, FIPA-compliant platform that is generally held to produce reliable, scalable systems. However, the scalability and robustness of a JADE-based agent system is significantly impacted by deployment choices, such as whether to deploy agents on a single platform or whether to federate multiple platforms containing subsets of agents [47] .
PowerMatcher does not use the JADE platform, but instead agents run on a FIPA-compliant platform created by the PowerMatcher developers [48] . Little detail of this platform is published, but it is likely that deployment choices and platform implementation will have an effect on scalability. The extent of this effect has not been reported.
Openness of the PowerMatcher system is a design goal, in order to allow devices with different creators to integrate with the system. Messaging between agents does not currently comply with FIPA standards, instead being a proprietary messaging format tailored to the current application use cases [49] . However, it has been recognised that standards-compliant messaging would open up the architecture [48] , and FIPA-compliant messaging is a goal for future development.
PowerMatcher is in advanced stages of field testing, with three demonstrator sites of varying sizes confirming that PowerMatcher can perform its required tasks [50] . One test deployed control 
AuRA-NMS
Taking a very different approach to congestion management, the Autonomous Regional Active
Network Management System (AuRA-NMS) was designed to encompass multiple techniques for operating distribution networks more efficiently. This involved automating the decision-making required for power flow management, voltage control, and network optimisation, using agent 24 technology as an integration platform for some or all of these techniques.
While other network control research has suggested the use of agents, AuRA-NMS takes a significantly different design approach [51] . Instead of allocating an agent to each device in the network, AuRA-NMS splits agents along functional boundaries, giving each agent in the system autonomous capabilities for tackling different tasks such as voltage control or power flow management. The specific techniques tested are constraint programming, current tracing, and optimal power flow for power flow management; and case-based reasoning and constraint programming for voltage control [52, 53] .
As with ARCHON, the loose coupling of the messaging interface is the key agent feature that gives tangible benefit to this application, rather than the scalable development offered by instantiating multiple agents of the same type that is exploited by PowerMatcher. This has the interesting effect of allowing flexible geographical deployment of agents where computing resources allow it and where the utility desires.
For example, one proposed field trial would deploy power flow management functionality distributed across three substations, while a second field trial would retain all computation within the utility's control room [53] . The location of agents for these trials is simply a choice, not a requirement, as the agents are not tied to specific items of plant. The first field trial is currently ongoing.
Similarly to the condition monitoring application of COMMAS, openness and future integration with other systems is highly desirable for AuRA-NMS. As such, the same issues of standardscompliance and ontology choice will affect the level to which it is practically possible to create an open architecture. Any progress which is made in one of these areas should be directly applicable to the other.
INTEGRAL
INTEGRAL is an EU programme which aims to develop an ICT platform for distributed control of electrical networks based on commonly available ICT components, standards, and technologies [54] . A key element of the INTEGRAL programme is demonstration of the proposed platform under a number of different network conditions: normal conditions (managing DER to minimise cost); critical conditions (maintaining stability); and emergency conditions (restoration of supply). The programme has three different pilot deployments, each deployment focusing on a particular condition. Agent technology features in all three pilots.
The pilot for normal network conditions, in the Netherlands, uses PowerMatcher, which we have already discussed in section 3.6.
For critical network conditions, a site trial in Spain uses MAS technology for the control of a microgrid [54] . Based on earlier work [55] , agents are used to match supply and demand with the microgrid in response to grid events. The microgrid is connected to a UPS which is 
Interest in Agents and Smart Grids
As networks become "smarter", more flexible and automated, utilities and researchers are looking for platforms and technologies that can support a system of complex, interacting, sometimes competing functionality. The requirement is to allow different objectives, such as power flow management, voltage regulation, and automated restoration, to co-exist harmoniously within the smart grid management system. Data and measurements should be available to all functionality that requires it, while actions taken to meet one objective should not negatively impact another unless a negotiated agreement has been reached.
Various bodies have recognised the need for standards and platforms to support this vision.
EPRI's IntelliGrid architecture [58] and the US Department of Energy's GridWise Architecture [59] are two such industrially-backed efforts at standardisation. These architectures are explicitly technology-agnostic, specifying the required functionality of a smart grid platform without suggesting particular implementations. At a high level, both architectures require platforms to allow interoperability of functionality, extensibility, and reliability.
Multi-agent systems aim to embody these features, making agent technology a strong contender for delivery of smart grid capability. Interoperability through standards-conformance, extensibility through deployment of newer agents, and reliability through distributed deployment of agents offering redundant functionality are accepted strengths of agent-based system design [3] .
Many researchers are investigating the design of agent systems to address smart grid questions, as evidenced by a wealth of recent publications [51, 53, .
While it is early for physical demonstrators and field trials of these applications, it is anticipated that agent technology will continue to grow in popularity, as it offers the means of creating the flexible, extensible, and robust systems required for the smart grid.
Challenges
The progress of these systems towards industrial implementations and demonstrators shows that agent technology can be used to build robust systems from autonomous components. However, there still remain some practical challenges to wide-spread deployment of multi-agent systems within power engineering. These can be summarised as ensuring a system design will deliver the required functionality, whether that functionality is a technical capability or an industry requirement.
The first aspect of this is how to design an agent system. Many methodologies exist (some listed in [4] ), but the choice of methodology will greatly influence the final structure of the architecture. Most methodologies design from a top-down perspective, where an engineering task such as condition monitoring or post fault analysis is broken down into successive subtasks until they seem appropriate for agent behaviours. This will produce a system that meets the required functional capability for the current use case, but may be limited in extensibility to future expansions. Specifically, the social ability of the agents will be limited to creating and understanding the messages required to perform the high level task.
An alternative is to design from a bottom-up perspective, considering what actions and messaging capabilities an agent should have given its knowledge of the world. A fully bottom-up approach would fall into the trap described earlier, of investing much development effort into aspects that are not required for the current use case with the aim of future-proofing the system, but may never be required in the future.
Therefore, a balance between top-down and bottom-up design seems appropriate, with the design emphasis more on a top-down approach to meeting current use cases. However, the current use cases can be quite complex, for example by allowing the autonomy of agents to flexibly change at run-time. Research into degrees of autonomy has considered the circumstances in which it is appropriate for robots within a team to act independently versus co-ordinating behaviour with others [87, 88] . This work presented various use cases in which robots had to act autonomously for timely response to environmental events, but in other situations take orders from others in order to meet the team's objectives. Choosing the appropriate degrees of autonomy for agents within the power system is an important question not yet explored within the industry.
Finally, designers must have ways of verifying that once implemented, agents will behave in the expected ways in order to robustly continue to meet its design objectives. Validation and verification of agent code is in many ways like assessing the correctness of any software system, with the possible interactions of various agents both simplifying and adding complexity to the task.
Since agents operate as autonomous components they can be thoroughly tested as stand-alone units, entirely analogously to unit testing of software classes. External systems such as other agents can be simulated through mocking [89] , where the intended responses are hard-coded into a mock agent, thus decoupling the behaviour of agents within the system for test purposes. Since many tools and frameworks exist for unit testing and mocking, agent testing is no more difficult than standard unit testing, relying as it does on defining a test set with appropriate coverage to ensure all behaviours are exercised.
However, by using FIPA standards for messaging, the number of legitimate messages that could potentially be sent to an agent is practically infinite. This complicates the task of ensuring an agent cannot be damaged by unexpected input, as the test set of messages may be much larger and more complex than a test set of parameters for standard unit testing of a software function.
Further, the asynchronous interaction of agents means that they are potentially more sensitive to the timing and order of messages received from multiple sources, which can require test sets of the same messages sent at varying intervals to get full coverage.
Software verification is not a new area, and there is nothing inherent about agent design that requires more or less effort expended on testing. However, the testing procedure for an agent system is something rarely discussed in publications on the use of agents in industry, and if agent-based systems are to be deployed for safety critical or safety related applications in the power industry, it is an area that must be given consideration.
Conclusion
This paper has discussed the theoretical and practical benefits that multi-agent systems technology can bring to power engineering applications. Through a review of some of the key agent-based systems in the literature, the progress of this technology towards robust industrial installations has been shown, culminating in ongoing field trials and commercial products currently available. Each of these demonstrators covers a different strand of the functionality envisioned for the smart grid concept, showing through example that multi-agent systems can provide the integrating technology for such a complex system.
However, there are still some aspects of agent design and implementation that could be improved. Design methodology, degrees of autonomy, and verification and testing have not been fully explored in the literature, and further research would benefit engineering agent systems.
With this in mind, further demonstration systems and industrial deployments are required, to continue advancing the practice of multi-agent design.
